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INTRODUCTION

Crystals of the small hydrophoblc protein crambin have been
ahova to diffract to a resolution of at least 0.88 8. (11). This
ssaaaa that craebin presents a rare opportunity to study a protein
etructura at virtually atoaic resolution. The high resolution of
the diffraction pattern coupled with the assets of neutron dif-
fraction present the distinct possibility that crambin's analysis
may surpass that of any other protein system in degree and accu-
racy of detail

The crarabln molecule has 46 aaino acid residues and has a
sequence which shews strong hoaiology to a class of hydrophobic
plant toxins (12). This protein has remarkable temperature sta-
bility (7) and has been shown by x-ray crystallographic studies to
have a large number of intramolecular backbone-backbone and back-
bone-side-chain hydrogen bonds (3). The main-chain conformation
of ths molecule is shown ̂ .n Figure 1. A packing analysis shows

Fig. 1. Stereo pair of the main-chain conformation of crambin.

* R e s earch carried out-under
the auspices of the U.S.D.O.E.
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that the hydrophobic surface of the protein ia shielded from crys-
tal solvent by the interaction with the hydrophobic surface of a
symmetry-related molecule. There are aJ.30 three direct hydrogen
bonds and one salt bridge formed between adjacent molecules in the
crystal. The close intermolecular associations result in such
efficient packing of the crystal that the solvent co-.tent is only
32% of the unit cell volume and most of this is ordered. The coa-
bined effects of the low solvent content, the strong interaolee-
ular associations, and the intramolecular hydrogen bonds may bs
responsible for the observed high diffractability of this crystal
system.

An ultimate goal of the crambin neutron analysis will be to
pro* ide pertinent experimental evidence to establish the degres of
dei iation from "Ideal" bonding geometry which actually exists in a
protein molecule. Currently, ataino acid and peptide crystal
- cructures are used as standards of protein geometry. The theo-
retical potential functions believed to describe covalsnt inter-
actions permit some degree of deviation from ideal geometry. How-
ever, the details of the extent of these deviations and which
structural parameters are most flexible are not known. The un-
equivocal location of the hydrogen atoms in crambin by neutron
diffraction together with the high resolution cf the data should
provide the degree of accuracy necessary to give direct evidence
on the extent and nature of the protein group deviations fro»
normal bonding geometry.

The crambin x-ray analysis revealed an unusually large number
of highly ordered water molecules at the protein surface; in fact,
In the crystal, only about 10 to 15% of the water can be classi-
fied as bulk solvent. Hence, this system is an excellent candi-
date for a detailed study of the ordered water structure. It has
been shown (9,10) that neutron diffraction is potentially better
suited to the study of the water environment of proteins than its
x-ray counterpart. This advantage is in the threefold greater
relative scattering of ordered water (D2O) :,;ules in the neu-
tron case, providing a correspondingly greater cjnfldence level in
determining their locations, given phasing models of equivalent
quality. Another important advantage is that the orientation of
the deuteriums on the well-ordered water:, should be assignable
directly in the neutron Fourier map.

These and other issues will be discussed in the following
sections. The neutron crambin structure is currently being
refined at 1.50 ?. <44.S-,= of the data to 1.2 & has also been
included). It Is expected that a aoainal resolution of 1.0 I can
be achieved. Although the quality of the current model is excel-
lent, as judged by the refinement statistics and the clarity of
ths resulting Fourier maps, we expect that an even finer detailed
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picture of the structure will be obtained as the model is further
refined and the resolution is extended.

EXPERIMENTAL

Crambin is isolated froas the defatted seeds of Crambe
a'oyasinica, a plant in the Crucifer family (13). The protein 1B
soluble in a number of aqueous organic solvents but is insoluble
in ^ater. Crystals suitable for diffraction analysis were grown
by vapov diffusion of a 60% ethanol/water mixture into a protein
solution (30 mg/sl) containing 80% ethanol/water. The resulting
csrvsrals are aonoelinic, Bpace group P2i, with unit-cell dimen-
sions a = 40.96 ?v5 b - 13.65 %, c - 22.52 &, and 8 = 90.77°.
Under these conditions, some few large crystals can be grown, and
a we3.1-formed crystal of about 1.4 mm (0.8 x 1.1 x 1.6 mm) was
chosen for the neutron data collection. The crystal was soaked in
deuterated mother liquor in two stages. First, the crystal was
placed in 50% deuterated solvent for several days, and then it was
soaked in fully deuterated solvent for a week.

- The data were collected with a two-dimensional position-
sensitive detector (1,2) using normal beam rotation geometry and X
of Io55 &. The majority of these data were collected at the
instrument Xo position by rotating the crystal around the i axis
(omrallel to b*) over s range of 180° + 26]nax. Those reflections
falling in the "blind region" were collected by moving the crystal
to X^Q and rotating around the instrument us axis. Certain limita-
tions in the present instrument setup prevented collection of the
complete blind region data. The data were collected at 17 unique
settings of the detector* An absorption curve measured, as a
function of rotation angls, was closely isotropic; therefore, no
absorption correction was applied to the data.

The data were reduced by the processing technique of Spencer
ecd Kossiaicoff (10). A total of 3871 reflections were in the 1.5-
£ data set (73.32 of the theoretically obtainable data), and, on
the basis of ? values, 97.5A of these were above 3a (98.6% above
2a). The 2432 additional reflections collected to 1.2 & repre-
sented 44.9% cf the data. Analysis of the symmetry pairs gave a
5.2% F.-factor between >3a data and an R-factor of 8.3% for all
pairs (both based on intensity).

Initial Phasing Model

The model used to calculate the first neutron map was derived
from the 0.945-& refined x-?ay structure (Teeter and Hendrickson,
unpublished). The accuracy of these coordinates is of extremely
high quality as judged by the low R-f actor for the 21,000 obser-
vations to 0.945 ft: 14%.
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The only hydrogen atoms included in the initial model were
those unexchangeable ones whose positions could be fixed by their
parent atoms (i.e., pheayl ring or Ca hydrogen atoms, etc.).
Those hydrogens which had rotational ambiguity and were thus un-
constrained (i.e., methyl hydrogens) were omitted, together with
the exchangeable protons. The calculated hydrogen positions were
assigned temperature factors of B + 31' , where E i3 the tempera-
ture factor of the parent atom. No solvent molecules were in-
cluded at this stage in the phasing model. A structure factor
calculation using this partial model (79.0.1 of the total possible
protein atoms) gave an R-factor of 30%.

To facilitate the location of tha unconstrained and exchange-
able hydrogen atom positions and to identify bound water mole-
cules, a difference Fourier synthesis was computed and examined.
From inspection of this map, most of the methyl rotor orieatationa
could be assigned by the method cf Kosaiakoff and Spencer (4).
All but two of the 26 rotor3 appeared to be in the staggered con-
formation. In this map most of the hydrcxyl deuterium orienta-
tions (70%) were also ^parent. Interestingly, a significant
number of the largest peaks in this map were located at the sites
of the well-ordered water molecules as determined from the x-ray
analysis. The refinement of the structure was initiated with-the
positions assigned for 99% of the total protein atoms and 70
"water" molecules (i.e., oxygens, sea below).

Refinement

Refinement of the atomic coordinates was carried out by a
version of the restrained least-squarea refinement procedure of
Hendrickson and Konnert (15), modified to incorporate aegative
neutron scattering lengths of hydrogen (Wloclawer and Hendrickaon,
personal communication). la this method, the model is fitted to
both the diffraction data and certain s.sreochemical restraints.
The stereochemical restraints used were for bond lengths and
angles, for planarity, for chirality, for thermal variation, for
close contacts (van der Waale repulsions), and for excessive
shifts. These can ba weighted individually or as a group againat
the diffraction data, and their importance can be changed during
the refinement.

The course of the refinement is summarized in Tab'..: 1- The
refinement procedure involved several cycles of automated least-
squares refinement interspersed with inspection of difference map
peaks to identify regions of poor fit and to locate potential
water and deuterium positions. Because of the high qtaality of the
starting model, refitting involved essentially only adding deu-
terium atoms or changing the H/D ratios. No substantive changes
in the main-chain atoms were found to be necessary.
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Table 1. Course of the Refinement

Model

1
2
3

Cycles

2
4
5

Number
Protein

662
664
664

of Atoms
Water

Wc

73 0, 55
73 C 75

D
D

SMS Deltaa

0.
0,
0.

,079-0.
.020-0,
.007-0,

.045

.008

.017

0
0
0

.286
,200
.177

Rb

to
to
to

0.
0.
0.

221
170
144

\ aRoot mean square deviation fron ideality (8.) for the first and
j v^a8t cycles in this series.

•] cModel for water as twice the oxygen scattering (see text).

Because a major objective of the analysis was to assess how
sell a protein molecule conforms to ideal geometry, the weighting
scheme used for structural restraints during refinement is impor-
tant. The philosophy adopted was to assign high weights to the
structural restraints initially (i.e., after refitting) and then
to relax thee vhile. simultaneously increasing the weight assigned
to the diffraction data. When all the deuterium atoms that can be
found have been located, we will try to determine whether the
restraints are nesded and, if thay are, to what degree.

Dealing with the protein portion of the unit cell was quite
straightforward, but there are inherent problems associated with
refining ths «ater molecules at the initial stages of the anal-
ysis, (i) CratabiE has a large number of well-ordered waters which
nave to be considereds and (ii) these waters cannot be fully de-
scribed at high resolution as a eingle symmetric peak (i.e., an
oxvgen atom). This is because each deuterium atom in a water
molecule (D2O) has the potential to scatter at a magnitude compa-
~;'le with that of the parent oxygen. It might therefore be
possible to establish the orientation of the well-ordered DoO
isolecuies from the density features of a Fourier map. The water
oxygen atom, known from the x-ray structure, could be subtracted
out in a difference synthesis to isolate, in effect, the scat-
tering density for the deuterium atoms alone. However, during the
initial stages of the analysis, the maps contain a significant
amount of noise ia the water region making precise judgments about
the location of deuteriums tenuous.

The method initially employed for the D?C refinement was to
refine the well-ordered water molecules as a single atom having
the scattering magnitude twice that of an oxygen atom. This
treatment establishes the centroid of ie water (D?0) and is nec-
essary to minimise errors in the map which could be propagated by
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the substantial scattering of the deuterium atoms. In the t
cycle of refinement, which included the protein and these "water*
molecules, the R-factor dropped from 28.5 to 22.3%. After «
second cycle, "waters" were replaced by the x-ray water oxygea
atoms. The locations of the water deuteriums which were hydrogea-
bonded to protein carbonyl oxygen atoms were calculated, assu»lsg
ideal bond distances. These were also included in the model. ^
four cycles of refinement, the R-value dropped to 17.0%. FinaUy|
20 deuterium atoras, which had difference peaks at the calculated
positions for water deuteriums, were added to the model, in £ ^
cycles, the R-factor was reduced to 14.4%,

The occupancy factors (H/D ratios) for exchangeable proton*
were not refined. They were varied instead by inspection of dif-
ference maps. The starting ratios, for the protein exchangeable
hydrogens, were chosen from the first difference map (R » 301) to
be one of five values: 1.0/0.0 (H), 0.75/0.25, 0.50/0.50,
0.25/0.75, and 0.0/1.0 (D). As the fitting proceeded, it bec«i
apparent that the largest H/D ratio was actually O.25/0.75>
indicating that probably the soaking solutions were slightly
contaminated with H2O.

DISCUSSION

Quality of the Neutron Maps

The high degree of detail in the crambin maps is evident ^
the following particular features: the methyl rotors, the ring
structures, the scattering density difference between H and n
amide protons, and the arginine-carboxyl salt bridge. Figure I
shows the neutron difference density from several methyl rotort
from which the parent carbon has been removed. The location of
the hydrogen atoms is indisputable in the first three cases and
strongly suggested in the fourth. In each of the first three
methyl groups, the temperature factor la about 6, whereas in the
fourth it is 10, possibly indicating higher mobility.

One of the more striking areas of the map is in the vicinity
of Pro 5 and Tyr 44, which pack in the structure one on top of the
other (see Figure 3). Pro 5 has atomic features, for both the
positive and negative scatterers in the ring. A large hole at the
ring center and strong 0 and D peaks are evident for Tyr 44.
Hydrogens are well separated from the heavier atoms in both
cases.

The clarity with which the exch?--?3d and unexchanged protons
can be distinguished is apparent in c.c difference maps shown is
Figure 4. The amide proton in lie 7 has been fully exchanged and
clearly shows the characteristic positive scattering for a deu-
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Fig. 2. Seatron densities of methyl rotor hydrogens viewed down
the rotor axes. The p;r°nt earbots atoms were removed in
?he difference syntheses. The methyl groups show dif-
fering degrees of order as can ba seen by comparing the
first three plots with the fourth.

teriucu It Is at the end of the first turn region and is hydro-
gen-bonded to a solvent molecule. Ser 11 is in the second loop of
the a-ftelix and is protected from exchange through a hydrogen bond
to the carbonyl of lie 7.

Arg 10 forms a salt bridge with the carboxy terminus (Asn
46)c Two deuterium atoms on the guaaldinium group (Figure 5)
point directly to tha csrboxyl oxygen atoms of the terminus.

Aalde ProEoa Exchange

Tha observed H/D exchenge pattern of crambin is worthy of
note because ic does not follow the same general trend that has
benn reported for other proteins studied by neutron diffraction.
In the structures of myoglobin (8), ribonuclease (14), and trypsin
(56), t'aere is a definite exchange pattern observed for the o-

units. The unexchanged groups are located predominantly on
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Stereo view of the neutron Fourier map of side-chain
rings Pro 5 (top) and Tyr 44 (V torn). The views are
perpendicular to the least-squares plane of the rings.

the inside, the less accessible surface of the helices. The
impeding of exchange seemingly only at points of intramolecular
contact implies that steric shielding plays an important role in
exchange of the helices (5).

In craiabin, on the other hand, nearly all the peptids protons
in the a-helix regions are found to ba ,exchanged, whether or not
they are located at the intramolecular contact points. In fact,
90% of the amide protons in the helix were calculated to be within
3 8 of the solvent, i.e., they are very solvent accessible. (This
is because the crambin molecule is so snail that it has very
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Pig. 4. Difference density for two amide planes with the amide
proton or deuteron removed from the phasing mode. lie 7
hydrogen-bonds to a water molecule at the first bend in
the chaia and is exchanged. Ser 11 falls in the middle
of the. top a-helix and is protected from exchange by a
hydrogen bond.

Fig. 5. Stereo view of the salt bridge between the carboxy
terminus (Aen 46) and Arg 10. The contact is viewed
perpendicular to the guanidinium plane.
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a l l un-l i t t l e protected -interior.) With the exception of .
exchanged amide protons are hydrogen-bonded to either
carbonyl oxygens or side-ehaia acceptor groups. The pe;. _ide pro-
ton of Sar 9 points toward the interior of the iroleciile, and,
although i t is not i tself hydrogen-bonded, i t appears to be pro-
tected from exposure by the high degree of secondary structure of
the adjacent groups.

Crambin has aa unusually large peTc-tr-i^- •">£ '-'"exc-aaged
amide groups (Figure 6): 53% uftexcha-aged (mainly those hydrogen-
bonded in the a-helix and 8-sheet), 24% partially exchanged, and
22% fully exchanged (the amide protons of the latter two cate-
gories are located mainly in the turn regions). There are several
pesslb&e -axplanations for thi; behavior. It might be considered
that because of i t s tight molecular packing in the cryata.1 (I.e.,
only 32% solvent and Btrovig i at srmo lecu la r contacts), ease of the
normal, fluctuations in structure are impeded by lattice forces.
However, NMR solution studies on craobin (7) showed that this
moleculle is very resistant to exchange evevk under extreme condi-
tions.^ After treatment with deuterated glacial acetic acid for
several hours at 50°C, about 67% of the aiaide3 remained unex-
changed. Interestingly, the protons which exchange do so quite
rapidly, particularly in aqueous acetone or aqueous ethanol
(Ulna's, private communication).

Fig. 6. Exchange character of the amide psptide pro^as. Hydro-
gen atoms are represented as filled circles (bonded to
the peptide nitrogens) and deuteriums as open circles.
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Although effects of crystal packing on exchange cannot be
ruled out, the fact that crambin is highly structured, i.e., has
STS extensive intramolecular hydrogen-bonding network, must play a
~Jor role in its resistance to exchange. As a future experiment,
we plan to take a set of data on a crystal which has be*, i soaked
for about one year. A year is comparable with the soaking times
of other reported neutron H/D exchange studies, and -these data
should provide a more sensitive measure of the relative protection
of tha a-helical protons.

.feotein Oecr-etry

Although the ultimate aim of this work will be a more funda-
mental understanding of the fac_: -s governing protein geometry,
such an analysis of the structure at this point would be prema-
ture. Ths regularities and irregularities are quite close to
those described earlier for the 1;5-R x-ray structure (3). After
the fiasl cycles of refinement with all constraints removed, the
ia-dep£fc correlation of bond angles,, bond lengths, and dihedral
anglea will »B sore meaningful.

Solvent Ss

One of tha most interesting features or the crambin structure
analysis ia the euabeir of wall-ordered water molecules associated
vith the protein surface. Gv.t of ~90 possible waters (calculated
from the density), 73 were located from the x-ray experiment at
reasonable positions and have beea included in the neutron model.
Sight of these have alternative positions. Table 2 summarizes the
types of water coordination and their vi'orational amplitudes.

Table 2. Summary of Water (D20) Structure

Number of
Typea Hunger <B> Deuteriums

52
3
1

A prl«sry sater has i t s oxygen within 3.2 8, of a donor or
' acceptor group on the protein. A secondary wstr- has at least
one primary water in ±za coordination shell. A tertiary water

.has only secondary waters in i ts first coordination'shell.
the nuaber ia parenthesis is the number of waters in alternative
positions for this type.

Primary
Secondary
Tertiar?

58(7)b

12(1)
3

18
32
35
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In the x-ray determination of cra.mbl.ti, only two ethanol aol«-
cules were located. Kore would ba expected since the crystals ata
grown from 60% ethanol. However, the hydrophoblc contact vhiei
forms between crambin molecules in the crystal ffi&y eliminate chg
need for some of the hydrophobic aolvent that originally solubll-
ized i t . In the neutron diffraction experiment, we cannot raadlly
distinguish ethanol from bouad water since taonodeuterated ethanol
was used. Although we do not expect the deuterated crystals used
in the neutron analysis to have a different solvent distributio*
from the x-ray, we plan to soak crystals with perdeuteratad
ethanol in a future experiment in order to determine the number of
bound ethanol molecules taore accurately.
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QISC'JSSTOK

KOSSIAKQFF: The intermoleeular packing at the hydrophobic
interface in crambin seemc to involve an uncharacteristically
large number of groupa almost as though it vere a natural point of
aggregation. What is the extent of the contact region? Most lat-
tice packing coutscts are mediated by solvent; is solvent com-
pletely excluded from this particular contact?

TEETER; This hydrophobic contact extends over two turns of
the heiix, from ?ro/Ser 22 to Tyr 29. xhsre is no solvent which
E'sdiatee the intencoleeular contact. The ethanol molecule, which
is most certain from the x-ray analysis, lies at the edge of this
surface with ','&& taethyl toward it and the hydroxyl bound to Asn
12. Thus it acts as « "buffer" between the hydrophobic and hydro-
philic regions. There is some evidence that in solution this
hydrophobic contact is important. Early molecular weights for
crambia were twice that expected from the amino acid sequence
which ie now known..

MASON: Is there sny evidence (at the present stage of the x-
ray and neutron analysis) for differences in structure between the
deucerated and non-deutersted crystals? Are the cell dimensions
the same for the two crystals?

TSETEH; At this point, aside from the heterogeneity differ-
ences I mentioned, I have not seen other differences. However, I
will look in detail as the refinement proceeds. The cell dimen-
sions measured independently in the x-ray and neutron analyses are
nearly identical.

MOORS: I am intrigued by the multiple positions seen for
eromatics. Does your associ? oing. NMR on crambin see signs of
this heterogeneity?

TESTER; The Tyr 29 positions are generated by an intermolec-
alar cotitact. Thus, they clearly would not appear in solution.
Sr. Llia&s at Carnegie-Mellon does, however, see multiple signals
because of the heterogeneity at position 25. The lie and Leu at
25 have different couplings with Tyr 29, which is one turn of the
helix away. LlinSs does not see effects at Phe 13.
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KOEPPE: Would you expect to find ethanol in your crystals?

TEETER: Naively, yes, since the crystals are grown froa 6(5
ethanol. However, in the .;-ray structure we find only two, ane of
saich Is more certain than the other. la the crystal, crambia has
a strong hydrophobic iateraaleeular contact that stay make ethanol
— needed to dissolve the protein, which is insoluble in water —
superfluous in the crystal.

YEAGER: Has a mechanism of action been proposed for the
plant tcrlns based on the crsmbin structure? For instance, the
amphipsthxc structure aay allow formation of a nniltiaeric pore in
which the hydrophobic protein surfaces are adjacent to hydrocarbon
chains. The hydrophilic surfaces could then fora a pore through
the membrane. Cell lysie could then result by redistribution of
water and electrolytes.

TEETER: No. We have several p&ople studying the toxins to
provide biochemical evidence for their action. We have also dea-
oas Crated that both cransbin and one of the toxins associate to
phospholipids. We do ac.t knew whether the level of association
can quantitatively account for the activity. Formation of pores
could be a possible mechanism for lysie, Vat we want some hard
biochemical and physical evidence before we build a model.


